Abstract -The range of the map P n ( I C ( P ) , H ( P ) ) is determined. Here, P denotes a distribution, I C ( P ) its index of coincidence and H ( P ) its entropy.
D(PIIQ) as well as the index of coincidence, I C ( P ) = C p %
(known from cryptoanalysis). The measure of roughness is M R n ( P ) = I C ( P ) -l / n and the relative measure of roughQualitatively, 1 -m n ( P ) behaves like a kind of entropy.
We investigate the relationship between D(P1IUn) and
M R n ( P ) . AS M R n ( P ) = I C ( P ) -and D(PIIUn) =
Inn -H ( P ) , we have decided to work mainly with the map I +Z : P n ( I C ( P ) ,
H ( P ) ) .
The range of this map, which we call the ICIH-diagram, is denoted by A,.
The IC/H-diagram, shown above (for n = 5, k = 2), contains the points Q k corresponding to uniform distributions. These points all lie on the smooth curve y = H ( P ) < l n n . ( l -MRn(P))7n < 1 n n ( 1 -y n m n ( P ) ) hold for n 2 2 and all P E M:(n).
For divergence and x2-distance this implies that
The inequalities in Theorem 2 have direct applications to prediction in Bernoulli sources (to be published) and to rate distortion theory, cf. Gyorgy and Linder, [l] .
An equivalent form of Theorem 1 is obtained by replacing I C ( P ) by t h e Re'nyi entropy H z ( P ) of order 2 given by
Hz(P) = -In IC(P). Then one obtains the the H z l H -diagram (not shown here).
Generalizations include the consideration of other powers than 2. This leads to diagrams involving general R6nyi entropies and, as a limiting case, the error of probability.
Related diagrams were first discovered by Kovalevskij [2], but later, independently, taken up by several others (Tebbe and Dwyer, Ben-Bassat, Feder and Merhav) and, very recently, by Gyorgy and Linder, [l] .
A full discussion of the above results covers other diagrams, universality of the constants of Theorem 2, the role of I C ( P ) and natural extensions, scope of the topological method, study of other types of divergences, etc.
